
Corston door handles are made of brass so they are heavy.  They are un-sprung so require locks/latches that have a strong spring.  

We recommend Corston locks/latches or Euro/Architectural locks.  Check that the Hardware and �xings are suitable for the 

chosen thickness of door.

Pack Contents
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Handle x 2

Grub Screw x 2

Rose x 2

Mounting Rose x 2

(including PTFE bearing)

Plastic Spacer x 2

Mortice Spindle x 1

Woodscrews x 6

M4 Screws x 2
M4 Brass Sleeves x 2
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Installation

Fit the latch to the door �rst.  Fit the mortice spindle, plastic spacers and mounting roses.  This gives the correct position of the 

mounting roses.

The rose can be attached to the door using screws or bolts supplied;

1-Three wood screws, using three hole positions.

2-Two M4 screws and brass sleeves. 38mm apart.

Mark and drill the door for the mounting hardware

Install the roses to both sides of the door using the plastic spacers.

Remove the plastic spacers.  Test �t the handles, and cut the mortice spindle if required.

Remove the handles and attach the handle roses

Attach the handles, with the grub screw facing down.  Tighten the screw into the slot of the mortice spindle.  Check that the screw 

continues to be tight when the handles have been regualrly used

Troubleshooting

If the handle does not return to the starting position properly, check;

 • The latch or lock used should have a strong spring.  Normal latches are not designed for heavy brass handles.  We recommend 

Corston latches.

 • Check that the mounting roses are aligned properly through the lock/latch.  If they are miss-aligned, then the movement of the 

handle may not be smooth.

 • Check the faces of the door are even and level, without any excess paint that can prevent the mounting bosses to sitting �at on 

the door surface.

• Apply a small amount of grease to the top of the black PTFE bearing.

Care Instructions

Use mild detergent and a damp cloth to maintain the handles, avoiding chemical cleaners

All �nishes will age and develop over time.

If brass cleaner is used it will remove the protective lacquer.  Only do this if an aged brass patina is desired.

or
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